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TDMH: a communication stack
for real-time wireless mesh networks
Federico Terraneo, Federico Amedeo Izzo, Alberto Leva, and William Fornaciari

Abstract—We present the TDMH (Time Deterministc Multi-
Hop) protocol, a complete stack for real-time wireless mesh
networks. TDMH offers to applications a connection-oriented,
bounded-latency communication model. Point-to-point data
streams can be created and destroyed at any time. Path re-
dundancy can be optionally introduced to improve reliability.
TDMH exploits state-of-the-art low power clock synchronisation
and constructive interference flooding to build a continuously
updated graph of the network topology, onto which a centralized
scheduler maps data streams using TDMA channel access. We
realised TDMH as a unitary codebase, that we ran on both the
OMNeT++ simulator and WandStem wireless nodes. As a result
we can state that when built atop the IEEE 802.15.4 physical
layer, TDMH can scale up to 100 nodes, 10 hops and beyond,
despite the limited available bandwidth.

Index Terms—Industrial wireless control networks, real-time
wireless networks, wireless mesh networks, wireless sensor net-
works.

I. INTRODUCTION

The landscape of wireless protocols is constantly evolving to
address the growing need for connectivity in the modern world.
Existing wireless solutions fulfill the requirements of many
application areas, and are widely deployed in the industry.
However, recent directions such as Industry 4.0, the industrial
IoT and Cyber Phisical Systems (CPS) [20], [23], call for
real-time wireless networks, which is an area still in search of
major breakthroughs to reach wide adoption.

The main reason that singles out real-time networks is
that time determinism - unlike other network properties -
cannot be improved through layering. Let us discuss this
point in more detail. Properties such as reliability can be
improved by adding a layer that adds checksums and performs
retransmissions if said checksum don’t match. Limitations
in the maximum transmissible packet size can be overcome
through a fragmentation layer. Many more examples could be
given where layering allows to overcome a network limitation.
However, since time cannot be made to run backwards, a time
deterministic protocol cannot be built by adding another layer
to a less time deterministic protocol.

This remark is our main motivation for the development
of Time Deterministic Multi-Hop (TDMH), a new protocol
stack that has been designed from the ground up for real-time
networks. TDMH targets the market of wireless sensors and
actuators for industrial automation and CPS in general. Due to
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its low energy demand, battery operated devices are another
natural target.

TDMH differs in several key aspects from mainstream
network stacks. To achive real-time communication, data
frames are transmitted without packet queues and are not
acknowledged. Reliability is instead ensured through redun-
dant transmissions with preallocated bandwidth. TDMH uses
constructive interference flooding both for network manage-
ment and to achieve low overhead clock synchronization
using the FLOPSYNC-2 protocol [13]. Synchronization is
natively exposed to the operating system, making it possible
for applications and communication to operate in concert,
enabling time deterministic distributed embedded systems.

The TDMH stack provides functionalities spanning from
the Data Link to the Session layers of the ISO/OSI model.
The MAC layer of TDMH constructs a graph of the mesh
network using an innovative distributed algorithm, and keeps
it constantly updated. Data transmissions can follow redun-
dant paths exploiting the mesh topology for reliability. A
centralized routing and scheduling algorithm coordinates the
network, enabling collision-free deterministic communication
with bounded latency. If the network topology changes, the
schedule is recomputed, allowing for adaptation and robustness
to link and node failure. The centralized network management
also allows to reuse individual time slots for independent non-
interfering transmissions, greatly increasing the bandwidth
for data communication. TDMH exposes to applications a
communication model based on streams. A stream is a uni-
directional or bidirectional data flow that can be opened at
runtime between any two nodes in the network. The individual
data unit in a stream is the packet, which are transmitted with
a guaranteed period and with bounded latency.

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, TDMH is the first
network stack providing a holistic solution to the real-time
wireless mesh networking problem, where each component
has been designed specifically for time determinism and the
overall goal is achieved through the interplay of its parts.

TDMH has been validated both on the OMNeT++ network
simulator and with real sensor nodes. The reference implmen-
tation consists in a unitary codebase released as free software1.
TDMH can scale to networks of more than 100 nodes and 10
hops.

II. RELATED WORK

Dedicated wireless protocols for mesh networks and/or real-
time applications have been proposed by several research com-
munities as well as from the industry. One such research com-

1https://github.com/fedetft/tdmh
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munity is the Wireless Sensor Network one. There, the need
for low power protocols operating with limited computational
capabilities has favored custom protocols instead of a standard-
ization around general-purpose solutions based on TCP/IP. A
taxonomy of WSN protocols [24] shows they are divided in
four branches: asynchronous, synchronous, frame-slotted, and
multichannel. Asynchronous and synchronous protocols suffer
from poor time determinism caused by the use of CSMA/CA,
while frame-slotted protocols are based on TDMA. Among
frame-slotted protocols, TreeMAC [6], PackMAC [7] and
TRAMA [32] are examples targeted to convergecast traffic
patterns, employing spanning tree routing. Multichannel pro-
tocols reduce contention and improve throughput by operating
on multiple channels. Examples include MMSN [26] which is
based on a common control channel, and separate ones for
data transmission, while MuChMAC [12] relies on channel
hopping. Although the mentioned protocols support multi-hop
networks, they do not provide delay bounds unlike TDMH.
Moreover, some of them have restrictions in the supported
traffic patterns, such as being limited to convergecast. WSN
protocols supporting real-time communication are uncommon,
but have been proposed. (RT)2 [11] builds a real-time protocol
for WSN networks on top of a standard CSMA/CA MAC,
by adapting the data rate based on congestion. While this
approach can maximize throughput, application transmission
periods are not guaranteed.

Mesh network protocols is an active research topic also out-
side WSNs, with works dedicated entirely to providing design
considerations for wireless mesh networks [4]. The work by
Cheng et al. [2] introduces a routing protocol for large scale
mesh network taking advantage of directional communication.
The solution avoids flooding, which is beneficial for very large
scale mesh networks, but has the disadvantage to produce sub-
optimal routes. TDMH, being targeted to smaller industrial-
scale networks takes advantage of constructive inteference-
based flooding, which scales easily to over a hundred nodes.
The work by Kim et al. [16] proposes a framework that
automatically reconfigures IEEE 802.11 radios to overcome
common causes of link failures in mesh networks. This ap-
proach would be benefical also in TDMH networks, but is
currently outside the scope of this paper.

Several wireless protocols are part of the IEEE 802.15.4
standard [3], three of which are relevant for their mesh or
real-time capabilities. TSCH is a protocol combining TDMA
and multichannel support. It is based on a cluster-tree topol-
ogy where time is divided in repeating slotframes with a
common schedule. DSME [33] exploits the IEEE 802.15.4
Collision Free Part (CFP) to guarantee bandwidth allocation.
Slot allocation is managed in a distributed way, allowing each
node to autonomously allocate or deallocate slots, resulting
in a different architecture with respect to TSCH. LLDN is
specifically designed for low latency real-time applications,
however, it only supports a star topology [9]. TDMH differs
from these protocols by providing delay bounds on a multi-hop
network, by taking advantage of a mesh topology, allowing
for redundant paths to enhance reliability, and by improving
channel utilization thanks to constructive interference flooding.

Real-time wireless networks can also be built atop consumer

oriented physical layers, such as Bluetooth Low Energy [30]
or Wi-Fi. RT-WiFi [31] transmits TDMA-scheduled packets
enjoying the high data rate of Wi-Fi, but is limited to a star
topology. Other approaches try to cope with the limitations of
CSMA, by using Quality of Service (QoS) [15] to prioritize
real-time traffic, or jamming the channel first to stop non real-
time traffic and then transmitting, a technique referred to as
bandjacking [28]. The work by Yang et al. [27] proposes a
custom PHY layer that adapts the network coding at runtime
to meet soft deadlines, while active drop queues [18] have
been introduced to support bursty soft real-time application,
such as multimedia traffic.

Industrial wireless protocols for factory automations also
exist. These are typically propietary protocols, whose specifi-
cations are not openly available. WirelessHART [5] and ISA-
100.11a [22] are the two industry standards. As illustrated
in [21] they both provide a TDMA protocol and use a
mesh topology, but unlike TDMH do not provide latency
bounds [17], [29], a matter that complicates closing control
loops encompassing wireless links. Moreover, said protocols
do not allow to reuse time slots for concurrent non-interfering
transmissions, thereby using the channel bandwidth less effi-
ciently than TDMH.

The closest approach to TDMH in terms of features is the
work by Mager et al [19] which proposes a wireless embedded
system which transmits every data packet using constructive
interference flooding, thus transforming a multi-hop network
in a single broadcast domain. This approach is however not
yet a general purpose protocol, as the transmission schedule
is hardcoded, and any transmission change would require
to reprogram the firmware of all the wireless nodes in the
network.

Table I compares the features of TDMH to the most relevant
protocols whose specifications are openly available.

TABLE I: Comparison of existing wireless MAC protocols.

Feature TDMH TSCH DSME LLDN rt-WiFi

Multi-hop X X X

Bounded
X X Xlatency

Spatial
Xredundancy

Temporal
X X feasible feasible Xredundancy

Management C1 C1/D2 D2 C1 C1

Topology mesh ct3 ct3 star star

1 centralized 2 distributed 3 cluster-tree

As can be seen from Table I, existing protocols can be
divided between those guaranteeing tight latency bounds,
which are however limited to star topologies, and protocols
supporting multi-hop networks, where providing any form of
latency bound is a much more uncommon feature. For what
concerns the latter, network topology is usually limited to
a cluster-tree to overcome the difficulties in discovering the
network topology. Such a solution removes a-priori some links
which could be used to improve reliability. TDMH innovates in
this respect by providing an efficient solution to the topology
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Fig. 1: Overview of the TDMH networking stack.

collection problem. Moreover, when considering centralized
protocols, TDMH is, to the best of the authors’ knowledge,
the first using constructive interference flooding to disseminate
routing information and clock synchronization.

III. TDMH PROTOCOL DESIGN

TDMH is a centralized, connection-oriented networking
stack. It targets periodic real-time communication applications.
We apologize in advance to the reader for the density of the
following sections, but the holistic nature of the TDMH, cou-
pled with its design differences compared to other networking
stacks require it to be described with significant level of detail
to understand its operation.

An overview of TDMH is shown in Figure 1. The data link
layer is run by all nodes in the network, and uses TDMA
to transmit data frames and control frames, which are used
for network synchronization and management. The network
layer is composed of a global router and scheduler. This layer
is present only in one node which operates as master, usually
the gateway. All nodes except the master have to communicate
with the scheduler through the network, hence the direct
connection between the session and data link layers. The
session layer handles the streams logic, with stream opening
and closing requests being forwarded to the scheduler, and
application data being directly encapsulated in data frames.

A. PHY layer interface

The TDMH data link layer accesses the physical layer
through only four Service Access Point (SAP) primitives,
shown in Listing 1, plus additional PHY-specific ones to
perform operations such as transceiver configuration. Two
peculiar features of TDMH are worthy of note.

PHY−TX . r e q u e s t ( frame , sendTime )
PHY−TX . c o n f i r m ( e r r o r C o d e )
PHY−RX. r e q u e s t ( t i m e o u t )
PHY−RX. c o n f i r m ( e r ro rCode , frame , t imes t amp )

Listing 1: PHY SAP primitives required by TDMH.

First, the packet transmission primitive specifies not only the
frame to be sent, but also the absolute time (in the future)
when it must be sent. The resolution and jitter of the packet
transmission, as well as the packet reception timestamping
must be accurate enough to allow constructive interference.
For the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol, the total end-to-end jitter
must be less than 500ns [34], and in our implementation
the transmission jitter is 21ns [8], while the receive jitter is
in the order of 50ns [13], thus allowing to reliably achieve
constructive interference.

Second, the TDMA nature of the MAC is specifically
designed for real-time operation as well as natively supporting
low power operation. No packet queues are required between
the PHY and MAC, with the PHY-TX and PHY-RX SAP
only handling a single outstanding packet. All frames are
transmitted without a corresponding acknowledge frame, and
there is no retransmission logic.

For what concerns power consumption, it must be noted
that the MAC layer performs an explicit receive request in
all TDMA slots where a packet is expected to be received.
Thus the PHY layer does not have to continuously listen for
possible packets and can natively go in a deep sleep state as
much as possible, resulting in the power consumption of each
node scaling linearly with the bandwidth of communications
that traverse it.

B. Data-link layer

The TDMH data link layer can be logically viewed as
composed of three distinct activities, control downlink, control
uplink and data transmission. The network control bandwidth
is statically assigned network wide by dedicating certain
transmission slots for control frames, in order to leave a
guaranteed bandwidth for real-time data communication. The
possibility to statically tune the control bandwidth as part of
the network configuration allows to trade off faster reaction
to topology changes and faster stream opening/closing with
greater bandwidth for data frames.

1) Temporal organization: The MAC layer of TDMH is
temporally organized as shown in Figure 2. The protocol is
organized in tiles. All tiles begin with a control slot, where one
control transmission, either downlink or uplink, occurs. The
rest of the tile is occupied by data slots where data frames are
transmitted. All tiles are the same duration, and since downlink
slots are larger due to the need to flood a frame across multiple
hops, downlink tiles have fewer data slots.

The shortest repeating sequence of downlink and uplink tiles
is called a control superframe. A control superframe must have
at least one downlink and one uplink tile for the MAC to be
able to perform both activities.

The schedule computed by the master node defines the data
superframe, whose duration is necessarily a multiple of the
control superframe due to the asymmetry in the number of
data slots of the different tiles. While the control superframe
is a fixed configuration parameter, the data superframe duration
changes at runtime depending on the current schedule.

The regular structure of TDMH tiles makes it possible for
data streams to not only have guaranteed bandwidth, but also
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Fig. 2: Temporal organization of the TDMH MAC (not to scale). Transmission is organized in tiles of two types but of equal
duration. Downlink tiles start with a flooded frame from the master, Uplink tiles start with a broadcast transmission by one of
the nodes.

guaranteed period and bounded latency, which are important
for periodic real-time communication.

2) Control downlink: Control downlink frames always orig-
inate from the master node and are flooded to the entire
network using a Glossy-like [34] constructive interference-
based flooding scheme. Control downlink frames are used
for three purposes: for network synchronization using the
FLOPSYNC-2 [13] clock synchronization scheme, to dissem-
inate schedules, and to send Information Elements (IE) which
are used to manage stream opening/closing requests.

3) Control uplink: Control uplink frames allow nodes to
communicate with the master. Uplink frames are broadcast but
not flooded, and are thus received only by each nodes’ direct
neighbors, a feature exploited to construct the network graph.
Control uplink frames contain network topology information
as well as Stream Management Elements (SME) which are
used for stream opening/closing requests. Topology and SME
information are stored in queues and relayed in subsequent
uplink slots following a convergecast pattern, finally reaching
the master node where they are processed by the router and
scheduler. Access contention for control uplink slots is solved
using a round-robin scheme.

4) Data slots: Data slots are used to transmit data frames
from streams according to the global TDMA schedule. The
operation of the MAC in the data slots is entirely schedule-
driven. Each node knows in advance the action to perform
for each data slot in the schedule, which can be one of the
following:
• transmit a frame containing data from the session layer,
• receive a frame and store it in a local buffer,
• forward a buffered frame,
• receive a frame and pass it to the session layer,
• or sleep, saving power.

The scheduler can schedule multiple independent transmis-
sions (having different source and destination nodes) in the
same TDMA slot, as long as they do not interfere, a feature
that in TDMH is called channel spatial reuse. This bandwidth-
enhancing feature is made possible by the full mesh topology
knowledge as well as by the centralized network management.

C. Network layer

At the TDMH network layer we find the global router and
scheduler operated by the master node. The router uses the
information provided by the topology collection distributed

algorithm to find paths in the mesh network that connect
the endpoint nodes of each stream. The scheduler globally
schedules data transmissions in specific data slots resulting in
no access contention and thus guaranteeing the periods and
latency of streams. The scheduler also acts as an admission
control preventing real-time operation issues due to network
overload. A more detailed explanation of the routing and
scheduling algorithm is given in Section V.

D. Session layer
At the session layer we find streams, which are the ab-

straction that TDMH exposes to applications. Streams are
by design similar to TCP sockets to leverage application
developer familiarity, with the main difference that streams
have the knowledge of a transmission period and only allow
up to one packet to be transmitted per period, fulfilling the
periodic real-time design goals.

There are two types of streams: server and client. Server
stream do not participate in data transmission, but can only
listen on a specific port and accept connections. A
successful accept operation returns a client stream that can be
used for communication. To initiate communication, a node
has to perform a connect operation to a (node, port) tuple
with a matching server.

Given the centralized nature of the protocol, stream open-
ing/closing requests are not exchanged directly between end-
points, but forwarded to the router and scheduler as Stream
Management Element (SME) data structures sent in control
uplink frames. Upon acceptance of a new data stream, a new
schedule is transmitted, implicitly marking the beginning of
data exchange between endpoints. Server streams as well as
failed client stream open requests are notified using Informa-
tion Elements (IE) transmitted in control downlink frames.
A stream opeining request includes a number of parameters,
which are
• the transmission period,
• whether the stream is bidirectional or unidirectional, and

in the latter case the direction
• the redundancy requirement.
As already stated, all frames in TDMH, including data

frames are sent without acknowledge and retransmissions,
which implies the possibility of packet losses due to external
interference. To mitigate this issue, a redundancy level can
be requested on a per-stream basis, allowing each applica-
tion packet to be unconditionally scheduled for independent
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transmission up to three times within each period, trading off
bandwidth for reliability. In addition, exploiting the mesh net-
work information, a peculiar feature called spatial redundancy
can be requested, in which case the redundant data frames
are routed following two independent paths in the network,
when the topology makes it possible. Spatial redundancy can
mitigate link or intermediate node failures, allowing streams
to continue operation while the topology collection algorithm
detects the change and a new schedule is computed and
disseminated.

It should however be noted that TDMH, to meet its real-time
design goals, does not guarantee the delivery of each applica-
tion packet. According to the experimental results presented
later on, the achieved reliability is very high, above 99%. Such
a situation can be accepted even in highly critical applications
such as real-time feedback control [1].

IV. TOPOLOGY COLLECTION

The TDMH topology collection distributed algorithm is one
of the key innovations of the protocol, and relies on informa-
tion from both the clock synchronization and flooding scheme
to efficiently gather network topology data and propagate it to
the master node.

The topology collection is always running throughout the
lifetime of a TDMH network. In this way, the master node
is always updated with topology changes and can resched-
ule streams as needed, as well as being aware of nodes
joining/leaving the network. The continuously updated mesh
topology is also advantageous for network monitoring and
diagnostics, making it possible to preventively add routing
nodes in areas of poor connectivity, providing a valuable
network troubleshooting tool in an industrial setting.

The current implementation of TDMH is however not
targeted at use cases with mobile nodes, as the low bandwidth
of the IEEE 802.15.4 PHY layer limits the topology update
rate.

A. Network connection

A node joining a TDMH network needs first to synchronize.
To do so, a node needs to receive two clock synchronization
frames. The first one allows to establish the offset between
the local clock and the network time, while the second
one completes the initialization of the FLOPSYNC-2 [13]
controller for clock skew compensation. The synchronization
allows the joining node to know the boundaries of TDMA
slots as well as tiles, and to know its turn in the round-
robin access control scheme for control uplink frames. The
node will then use control uplink frames to participate in the
distributed topology collection algorithm to be included in the
mesh network, and can also begin opening streams.

It is worth noting that clock synchronization frames are
control downlink frames, and thus are flooded using a Glossy-
like [34] constructive interference flooding scheme. One im-
portant but overlooked characteristic of Glossy is that it
provides each node with knowledge of how many hops there
are between it and the flood initiator. In TDMH, where
floods are always initiated by the master node, we exploit

this information to form an efficient convergecast channel
forwarding network topology data towards the master node.

Although not necessary for the network operation, the
FLOPSYNC implementation of TDMH also allows to perform
propagation delay compensation [25] to endow applications
with sub-microsecond clock synchronization, to facilitate real-
time distributed applications.

B. Topology connection distributed algorithm

The topology collection distributed algorithm exploits the
broadcast nature of the radio channel. For each control up-
link slot one node in turn broadcasts its topology data. The
topology data is not flooded, so only a nodes’ direct neighbors
can receive it. Nodes that overhear this frame can update their
local knowledge of the network topology.

This local network connectivity data needs to be forwarded
to the master node, in order for it to construct and keep updated
the full mesh network graph.

As the master node too overhears control uplink frames, for
nodes that are at 1 hop from the master this happens implicitly.
Nodes that cannot reach the master directly select a node with
a lower hop number as fowardee of their topology data. The
forwardee node, upon overhearing the frame will store the
forwarded data and later, when its turn to transmit comes, will
forward it together with its own data. This solution exploits the
hop information made available by Glossy to guarantee that
at every retransmission the topology data is always forwarded
closer to the master node, effectively creating a convergecast
channel routing topology (and SME) data to the master node
in the minimum number of transmissions.

The initial topology collection implementation [14] only
collected a single network graph. However, after an extended
experimental evaluation it became evident that certain links
could be too weak to be reliably used for data exchange,
but at the same time strong enough to cause interference
among independent transmissions in the same data slots. For
this reason, the topology collection algorithm was extended to
collect two network graphs: the graph of strong links, which
includes only links that are above a certain RSSI threshold,
which is used by the router for stream routing, and the graph of
weak links, a superset of the strong links graph, which includes
all links regardless of RSSI, which is used by the scheduler
as part of the channel spatial reuse for conflict detection.

The information that each node transmits in control uplink
slots is the following: its node unique ID, its hop, the node ID
of the forwardee, and two bitmasks with its current knowledge
of its direct strong and weak neighbors. Bitmasks are fixed
size, requiring a number of bits equal to the maximum number
of nodes in the network (a configurable parameter), thus not
imposing any limit on the number of neighbors a node can
have and preserving the full mesh topology data. Moreover, a
node also transmits forwarded topologies composed of node
IDs and bitmasks, as well as SMEs. The number of forwarded
topologies is limited by the control uplink slot size. In dense
networks, a node that is selected as forwardee by more
nodes than the available forwarding capability puts forwarded
topologies in a queue and sends them in fifo order.
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Nodes that are no longer overheard for a configurable
number of rounds of the algorithm are removed from the
topology, in order to respond to link and node failures.

V. ROUTER AND SCHEDULER

The centralized router and scheduler of TDMH is the
component that manages all data streams in the network,
selecting communication paths and assigning transmissions to
individual data slots in order to meet the real-time requirement
of applications. The centralized approach has been selected in
TDMH to provide collision-free management of the network
without excessive control overhead, as stream opening and
closing is assumed a more infrequent operation than data trans-
mission, and can be consequently assigned less bandwidth.

The router and scheduler is run by one node in the network
which is assigned the master role. It is expected that the
master role is assigned to the network gateway, which connects
the network to the Internet or, in an industrial setting, to a
Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) or Supervisory Control
And Data Acquisition (SCADA) system. In these networks the
gateway is already a single point of failure, so a centralized
protocol does not add another failure mode.

It should be noted that the router and scheduler are operated
on demand. A new schedule is computed and distributed to
the network only if new streams are opened or closed, or if
the network topology changes in a way that impacts existing
streams.

Once a schedule is distributed, given the periodic nature of
streams, it is executed in a loop until superseded by a newer
schedule.

The router and scheduler is considered a customization point
of TDMH, as also done by other protocols such as TSCH. The
current TDMH implementation comes with a fully functional
shortest path router and greedy scheduler, but further research
is encouraged, such as for load balancing to maximize the
network lifetime, which is outside the scope of this paper.

A. Activation logic

The activation logic is the component in TDMH that decides
when a new schedule needs to be computed.

Every time a new schedule is computed, the scheduler
produces, other than the schedule itself, two additional data
structures used by the activation logic. The first data structure
is the set of used links, which is a subset of the graph of strong
links, composed of links that are actually used to route streams
in the current schedule. The second data structure is the set
of spatial reuse conflict links, which is composed entirely of
links not present in the graph of weak (or strong) links. This
is the list of links that, if present, would invalidate the current
schedule due to interference in the spatial resue of channels.
These two data strutures are implemented as bloom filters, a
memory and computationally efficient set implementation.

Every time the master node receives an uplink frame, the
graphs of strong and weak links are updated with both the
direct and forwarded topologies. Each link being removed
from the graph of strong links is checked against the set of
used links. If present, a link currently used to route streams

has become unavailable, thus requiring a reschedule. Each link
being added to the graph of weak links is instead checked
against the set of spatial reuse conflict links. If present, this
new link may cause interference among concurrent transmis-
sions, and a reschedule is performed. Since bloom filters admit
false positives, spurious reschedules are possible, if infrequent.
This trade-off was considered acceptable compared to the
performace advantages of a bloom filter.

In addition, the reception of SME requesting the opening
or closing of streams also cause a reschedule.

B. Rounting and scheduling algorithm

The scheduling algorithm begins by computing the least
common multiple against the streams periods in order to
compute the schedule duration. It should be noted that the
stream API restricts the possible periods of a stream to a
logarithmic progression (1,2,5,10,20,50,...) multiples of the tile
duration, thus the schedule duration is at most twice the period
of the longest stream.

The scheduler implements a greedy incremental algorithm
that iterates over all the streams starting from the previously
scheduled ones, and for each of them invokes the router
to break a stream in individual transmissions over available
links. The TDMH router uses a breadth-first search to find
the shortest path between the stream endpoints. If the stream
has requested the spatial redundancy feature, a limited depth-
first search algorithm with depth limit equal to the primary
path lenght plus a configurable parameter is used to find a
secondary path in the graph. The scheduler then tentatively
allocates each transmission, including those for redundancy,
to the first available timeslot, checking for conflicts and
advancing to the next time slot as needed. A stream in which
all transmissions have been successfully scheduled is accepted
and committed to the current schedule, otherwise it is rejected
and an IE is sent to notify the endpoints.

The current schedule assumes that the deadline of each
stream equals its period, a common assumption in real-time
systems [10]. Thus, a stream is accepted if all its transmissions
fit within its period, considering conflicts caused by streams
scheduled before it.

In the general case of streams with different periods, the
streams with shorter period have their transmissions repeated
in the schedule, spaced apart exactly by the stream period
in order to meet the periodic real-time constraint. This feature
makes it possible to perform an efficient conflict check, where
only the transmission period and offset from the beginning
of the schedule are sufficient to check for conflicts, without
the need to check all repetitions. The compact (offset,period)
form of the each stream is also the one used for the schedule
distribution, greatly reducing the bandwidth requred for the
schedule dissemination.

C. Schedule distribution

Each computed schedule is disseminated through the control
downlink flooding. The schedule is transmitted in its compact
form, as a set of (source,destination,offset,period) tuples for
each transmission, each marked by the stream it belongs to.
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Each node receiving the schedule only expands the transmis-
sions with a matching source or destination, resulting in an
expanded schedule with instructions on what to perform in all
schedule slots. During schedule expansion, the allocation of
buffers for data frames forwarding takes place.

To provide reliability in case of missed schedule frame
reception, each schedule is sent multiple times (3 in the current
implementation) before it takes effect. During this time, the
previous schedule is executed. In the rare occurrence that a
node only has received a partial schedule despite the multiple
transmissions, it can request the master to resend it by means
of a dedicated SME.

VI. SIMULATION EXPLORATION

In this section the TDMH performance is characterized
using simulations, while the next section is dedicated to
an experimental evaluation using real sensor nodes. Unless
otherwise stated, both in this section and in Section VII,
TDMH was configured with 100ms tiles and 6ms slots, 22% of
which were reserved for control frames. The networks used for
the simulations were all hexagonal-like as in Figure 5, where
each node has up to six neighbors.

A. Network formation time

The convergence time of the topology collection algorithm
determines the reaction time of TDMH to a topology change,
such as a node joining/leaving the network, or links becoming
available/unavailable due to environmental changes or interfer-
ence. A special case is the initial network formation problem,
where the entire network topology has to be identified starting
from scratch.

Computing the network formation time is difficult to per-
form in closed form due to the need to take into account the
queues of forwarded topologies in every node. The network
formation time mainly depends on the maximum number of
nodes for which the network is configured, which defines the
round-robin cycle and forwarded topology bitmask sizes, the
actual number of nodes in the network, the network topology
and the percentage of TDMA slots reserved for control uplink
frames. The OMNeT++ implementation of TDMH can be used
to simulate a given network condition and easily compute the
network formation time.

Figure 3 shows the network formation time, counted starting
when the node clocks are synchronized, and ending when the

Fig. 4: Average node current consumption as a function of the
percentage of data slots used by the schedule, and network
connectivity.

master has the full graph of the network. From the figure it can
be noted that for networks under 32 nodes as well as for a fully
populated 64 node network, the formation time is under 100
seconds. For larger networks it grows up to 629s for a network
with 128 nodes. This large convergence time is due to the
increase in the bitmask size limiting the number of topologies
that can be forwarded in each uplink slot. To overcome this
issue, it is possible to bring the number of uplink frames per
uplink tile from 1 to 4. This configuration change reduces the
network formation time of a 128 node network to 117s, while
increasing the percentage of TDMA slots reserved for network
control to only 34%.

From the simulations presented, it can be concluded that
TDMH can easily scale to networks with more than 100 nodes
and 10 hops. Further scaling, e.g. to thousands of nodes,
would require a higher data rate PHY layer than the current
250Kbit/s.

B. Power consumption

The power consumption of TDMH is very predictable. The
power consumption of each node due to data transmission can
be computed given the current schedule, while that for the
control uplink can be computed from the current topology.
Finally, the power consumption for control downlink is that
required for the flooding of clock syncronization frames, plus
the one for the occasional schedule distribution. A simple
TDMH power model has been made in which current con-
sumption data for sending, receiving and flooding frames
have been measured on WandStem [8] nodes, and combined
with schedule and topology information from OMNeT++
simulations.

Figure 4 shows the average current consumption of a node
running TDMH as a function of the percentage of data slots
used for data transmission, and average percentage of uplink
slots where a frame is overheard (network connectivity). The
plot clearly shows the power efficiency of TDMH, as the cur-
rent consumption scales linearly with the data traffic traversing
it, as anticipated in Section III-A. Moreover, denser networks
result in only a marginal increase in current consumption due
to overhearing uplink frames.

C. Comparison with the state of the art

Comparing TDMH with other wireless protocols such as
TSCH, DSME or LLDN is made difficult by the significant
design differences that distinguish it from other protocols, and
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Fig. 5: 37 node, 6 hop mesh network simulated in OMNeT++
to compare TDMH with the work by Mager et al [19].
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Fig. 6: Number of schedulable streams as a function of the
number of hops between endpoints, for TDMH (red ranges)
and WCPS (blue dashed line).

the corresponding difficulty of establishing common metrics to
ground the comparison.

We thus compare TDMH with the Wireless CPS (WCPS)
work by Mager et al [19], which shares TDMH’s design goal
of providing bounded latency multi-hop communication.

As the source code of WCPS is not publicly available, we
reimplemented the wireless communication part of the WCPS
in OMNeT++, using the Glossy flooding scheme to broadcast
data packets following an hardcoded schedule. We chose to
perform the comparison in simulation because the main goal
is to compare the two approaches rather than the optimization
of the implementations. As a testbed, we used the network
shown in Figure 5.

To provide a fair comparison, we configure the OMNeT++
simulation of both TDMH and WCPS with 2ms slots in which
a 21 byte message is transmitted across one hop. This time
has been measured experimentally on WandStem nodes for
TDMH, and it has been assumed that the original WCPS so-
lution can operate under the same conditions, as no published
data is available about the data slot sizing in the WCPS paper.
TDMH streams were opened without redundancy because the
WCPS lacks support for redundant transmissions.

The comparison consists in a Monte Carlo simulation select-
ing random source and destination nodes in the network with
a given distance in hops between endpoints and progressively

adding them to the current schedule until the specified delay
bound of 50ms can no longer be fulfilled. The process is then
repeated 200 times with random streams sources/destinations
to estimate the minimum and maximum number of schedulable
streams in a given configuration.

Figure 6 shows how many unidirectional streams can be
scheduled by TDMH vs. WCPS, as a function of the number
of hops separating the stream endpoints.

The first fact to note is that in the WCPS case, the number
of schedulable streams is constant for every distance in hops,
and equal to 4. This is to be expected, as the WCPS approach
to multi-hop communication is very different from TDMH,
and consists in keeping no topology information and flooding
every data packet across the entire network. Thus, WCPS
transforms a multi-hop network in a single broadcast and
collision domain. The lack of topology information means
that, regardless of the physical location of the stream endpoints
in the network, packets need to be flooded for a number of
hops equal to maximum number of hops in the network, thus
occupying the same number of data slots.

On the other hand, the number of schedulable streams by
TDMH increases as the number of hops between endpoints
decreases, as TDMH can schedule transmissions using the
minimum number of slots required to connect the endpoints.
Moreover, due to the spatial reuse of channels, TDMH can
even schedule more than one transmission in the same time
slot if said transmissions do not interfere. For these reasons,
TDMH can schedule up to 106 streams. It should be noted
that for TDMH the number of schedulable streams is not a
single number, but a range. This is because during the Monte
Carlo simulation, a random selection of stream sources and
destinations causes different conflict patterns. Another fact to
note is that for large hop distances between endpoints, TDMH
can sometines schedule less streams than WCPS. This fact
is due to TDMH needing to reserve some TDMA slots for
for network control. This overhead is however what makes it
possible for TDMH to open new streams at runtime, while in
the current WCPS solution as published in [19] any change
in the streams would require to manually update the firmware
of all the nodes. Adding schedule distribution at runtime to
WCPS would thus introduce a similar overhead.

A few more notes conclude this comparison. First, in a real-
world implementation of WCPS the actual number of hops
of the network may be hard to estimate and may also be
time varying due to links becoming unavailable, –a matter not
discussed in the original paper–. Although we did not take this
phenomenon into account in the simulation, in a real-world
WCPS deployment the maximum hop numer a packet needs
to be flooded needs to be oversized to prevent temporary loss
of connectivity due to link failures causing the rebroadcast
count to become insufficient, further reduing the number
of schedulable streams compared to our simulation. TDMH
employs flooding too, but only for clock synchronization and
schedule distribution, thus oversizing does not cause a penalty
for every data transmissions.

Finally, we believe that both solutions have their place.
The WCPS approach can support moving nodes, while –
at least with the bandwdith limitations of the current PHY
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TABLE II: Stream reliability experimental evaluation.

Experiment Network Best stream(s) Worst stream(s)
# Packets Avg. reliability # Schedules SRC(s) Reliability SRC Reliability

Standard 1 776780 99.99% 19 1,5,6,13 100.00% 9 99.94%
Standard 2 773756 99.98% 23 1,5,6,7,8,12 100.00% 10 99.83%
Standard 3 774816 99.98% 30 1,2,3,4,6,7,8,9 100.00% 13 99.88%
Interf. 1 261031 99.58% 55 6 99.98% 11 99.15%
Interf. 2 304593 99.55% 51 6 99.99% 4 99.11%
Interf. 3 258629 99.82% 62 1,6 100.00% 5 99.14%

layer– TDMH cannot react fast enough to topology changes
to support mobile nodes. On the other hand, TDMH supports
opening and closing streams at runtime, and can provide a sig-
nificant bandwidth increase thanks to its spatial channel reuse
and mesh network topology knowlege, as well as providing
network monitoring and diagnostic information unavailable in
WCPS.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

TDMH has been validated experimentally on real WSN
nodes, where constructive interference has to occur also in
the presence of multipaths, transmissions are affected by
interference, and clock synchronization has to track the time
varying drift of quartz crystals. For the experiments we used a
testbed composed of 14 WandStem WSN nodes distributed in
the first floor of building 21 of the Politecnico di Milano. The
placement of the nodes is shown in Figure 7 and is the same
for all the reported experiments. The same figure also shows
the topology as collected by the topology collection during
one of the experiments. Slight variations in the topology were
observed between experiments, and also within experiments,
the latter case causing reschedules if the changes affects open
streams. This is to be expected, as interference, as well as
people and objects moving in the environment introduce link
strength variations.

Without loss of generality, the experiments were performed
by opening a stream from each node towards the master node
(node 0 in the figure), as the master was the only node
connected to a computer for logging purposes. This experi-
mental setup allowed to collect network statistics including
the reliability of each stream by monitoring only the master
node logs.

A. Real-time communication and reliability

To collect information about the reliability of TDMH
streams six experiments were made, for a total of more than
3 million data packets being exchanged between stream end-
points. As the streams were opened with triple redundancy, and
as most streams require multiple hops to connect endpoints,
the actual number of data frames being transmitted exceeds
10 million.

The six experiments were divided in two categories, the
standard tests and tests with interference. In the standard tests
no additional interference sources other than the building’s
Wi-Fi infrastructure were present, while in the interference
case throughout the entire experiment web surfing traffic was

generated from a Wi-Fi access point placed close to node 0 and
configured for a 20dBm output power (while TDMH nodes
were transmitting at 5dBm output power). In addition, during
the interference tests, two microwave ovens were shortly
turned on close to nodes 3 and 4. The microwave ovens were
shown to affect weak links in nearby nodes and consequently
adding to the interference level as well as introduce topology
changes and reschedules.

During all six experiments, the scheduler was always able to
schedule all streams in the available slots with a latency lower
than the stream period, without the need to close streams due
to network capacity exhaustion. The real-time communication
requirements were thus met for all streams.

Experimental results are summarized in Table II. The first
part of the table shows the aggregated total number of packets
being transmitted by all streams and the aggregated reliability
for all streams. Reliability was computed as the percentage
of transmitted packets that were correctly received at the
other endpoint. The total number of schedules being computed
during the experiment is also reported. This number includes
the schedules required for the initial network formation.

The second part of the table shows the statistics for the best
and worst stream of each experiment. As each node opens one
stream towards the master node, the SRC number uniquely
identifies the stream. For example, 1 means the stream 1→ 0,
opened between node 1 and node 0. In most experiments more
than one stream achieved the same reliability, and in such a
case the list of all streams with the same reliability level is
reported.

As can be seen, TDMH can achieve greater than 99.9%
reliability while providing bounded-latency real-time com-
munication. The presence of external interferences in the
environment where TDMH is operated causes packet losses
and link unreliability that triggers additional communications
rescheduling, but the reliabilty of data streams is maintenied
above 99.5%.

B. Effect of redundancy

TABLE III: Effect of redundancy on stream reliability.

Experiment No redundancy Double red. Triple red.
Standard 99.71% 99.95% 99.98%
Interf. 97.11% 99.10% 99.65%
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Fig. 7: Node placement for the experimental evaluation, show-
ing the node ID and the network graph produced by the
topology collection (strong links in dark blue, weak links in
light blue).

The effect of redundancy on stream reliability was also
studied. Table III shows the aggregated reliability for the
standard and interference experiments considering only one
transmission per period (no redundancy), two (double redun-
dancy) or three transmissions (triple redundancy).

As can be seen, the average reliability of streams without
redundancy is above 99.7% without interference, and 97%
with interference. The highest reliability gain occurs between
the no redundancy and single redundancy case, while moving
to triple redundancy affords a comparatively lower reliability
increase. Redundancy was experimentally shown to provide a
beneficial effect to the reliability of streams, bringing it, on
average, above 99.6% even in the presence of interferences.

C. Effect of node failures

An experiment is here reported to demonstrate the behavior
of TDMH streams in the presence of a node failure, showing
how the combined effect of spatial redundancy and mesh
network topology monitoring can help provide reliable com-
munication.

The stream under test is 13 → 0. Before the fault introduc-
tion, the network topology is as shown in Figure 7, and the
corresponding schedule is the one shown in the top part of
Figure 8.

The stream 13 → 0 is configured for triple redundancy
with the spatial redundancy feature activated. Thus, whenever
possible, the transmissions between the endpoints follow two
paths in the mesh network. As can be seen from the schedule,
the three redundant transmissions follow the path 13 → 6
→ 0 once, and 13 → 5 → 0 twice. The ordering of the
transmissions in the schedule and the gaps in the slot numbers
exist because the scheduler has to schedule 12 other streams
and has to consider transmission conflicts.

At a certain time instant during the experiment that we will
call T+0.0 seconds, node 5 was turned off by removing its

22 … 49 … 51 … 74 75 76

5 5 → 0 5 → 0

6 6 → 0
⋮

13 13 → 6 13 → 5 13 → 5

node 
slot

19 … 21 … 23 24 … 27 … 74 75 76 77

6 6 → 0 6 → 0

7 7 → 0
⋮

9 9 → 7
⋮

11 11 → 9

12 12 → 11

13 13 → 6 13 → 6 13 → 12

node 
slot

Fig. 8: Schedule fragment showing how the stream 13 → 0 is
scheduled before (top) and after (bottom) the failure of node
5.

batteries. As a result, two of the three redundant transmissions
of node 13 start failing systematically, but due to the spatial
redundancy, the packets are still received through the path
traversing node 6.

Neighboring nodes start no longer overhearing node 5
during the control uplink slots and after the prescribed timeout
remove it from their topologies. At T+28.1 seconds the master
node notices the topology change and begins rescheduling.

The new schedule is shown at the bottom of Figure 8. As
can be seen, despite the failure of node 5, the scheduler could
still find two paths in the mesh network: 13 → 6 → 0 and 13
→ 12 → 11 → 9 → 7 → 0. Thus, two of the three redundant
transmissions are scheduled through the shortest path, and
the third one through the longer one preserving the spatial
redundancy.

At T+36.1 seconds, after the schedule has been computed
and disseminated, all nodes in the network switch to the new
schedule, and the redundancy in the packet transmission of the
stream 13→ 0 is reestablished. During this time frame, thanks
to the spatial redundancy, stream 13 → 0 lost no packets.

In the general case, temporary loss of redundant trans-
missions due to node failures increase the susceptibility to
external interference until redundancy is reestablished through
rescheduling.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presented TDMH, a wireless mesh network
stack designed from the ground up for real-time applications.
It is expected that this protocol will be used for real-time
distributed applications, and the scheduler customization point
will foster additional research from the real-time community.
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